Abstract. We consider shock loading of a thermo-visco-plastic material; the strain is not restricted to be small. We show how to reduce the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions to a simplified form analogous to that used in fluid dynamics. Just as for fluids, the shock conditions can be separated into purely thermodynamic conditions (the Rayleigh and Hugoniot equations), a condition determining the velocity, and a condition determining the strain, which can be solved sequentially to determine the shock wave.
INTRODUCTION
The jump conditions that determine shock waves in a thermo-visco-plastic material form a large system of nonlinear equations (with thirteen nontrivial ones). In this paper, we simplify this system to four implicit equations that generalize the Rayleigh and Hugoniot conditions familiar from fluid dynamics.
CONSERVATION LAWS
To describe the motion of a material body, we employ two system of coordinates: material coordinates that label the individual particles of the body, and spatial coordinates that label the possible positions of the particles. It is conceptually useful to distinguish these coordinate systems; we denote material coordinates by X α , α ¢ 1£ 2£ 3, and spatial coordinates by x i , i ¢ 1£ 2£ 3. In the Lagrangian description, the evolution of the body is characterized by a time-dependent mapx i , called the motion, that specifies the spatial coordinates of each particle at time t:
The velocity of a particle is V i :¢ ∂x i ¦ ∂t, and the deformation of a neighborhood of a particle is described by the deformation gradient, F i α :¢ ∂x i ¦ ∂ X α . In the Eulerian description, the evolution can be characterized in various ways [1, 2] . Here we follow Ref. [2] in using the inverse motionX α , which is defined so thatX α ¤ x£ t ¥ is the particle that is located at the spatial position x i at time t:
where
Thus g α i is the inverse of the deformation gradient F i α , viewed as a function of x i and t. Similarly, differentiation with respect to t shows that
is the particle velocity as a function of x i and t.
denote the volume ratio for the deformation. The mass per unit spatial volume is ρ :¢ ρ 0 J 1 , where ρ 0 is the the mass per unit material volume, which we assume to be constant. If ε and σ i j denote the specific internal energy and the Cauchy stress, respectively, and e :¢ 
0£
(1)
A thermo-visco-plastic model for a material specifies the energy as a function of g α i along with the specific entropy η and the internal variables (such as the plastic strain tensor E p αβ ), and it constructs the stress from the derivative of the energy with respect to strain. (See, e.g., Ref. [3] .) Therefore the inverse motionX α appears in Eqs. (1)- (2) only through its first derivatives g α i and v i . By expanding the set of dynamical equations,X α can be eliminated in favor of its first derivatives. Indeed,X α can be recovered from g α i and v i if they satisfy the compatibility conditions
which follow by equating mixed partial derivatives of X α . These conditions rule out tearing and interpenetration of the material. The curl-free condition (4) can be viewed as an initial-value constraint, because Eq. (3) implies that
holds at any time if it is satisfied at the initial time. If ε and σ i j are specified functions of g α i , η, and E p αβ , Eqs. (1)- (3), along with a viscoplastic flow rule
, form a system of dynamical equations for v i , η, g α i , and E p αβ that is closed [3] . There is no need to solve for the inverse motionX α itself.
In the present paper we are concerned with discontinuous solutions, e.g., shock waves. For the solutions we construct,X α is continuous and piecewise smooth with, at worst, jump discontinuities in its derivatives across smooth surfaces of discontinuity. Consider a point x i ( on a surface of discontinuity; suppose that, at this point, the surface moves at speed s n in the direction n i normal to itself. Let Q) (respectively, Q ) denote the limiting value of a quantity Q as
( ¥ kept positive (resp., negative). Also let us use the notation ∆Q :¢ Q)
. Then the jump conditions corresponding to the conservation laws (1)-(5) are
CONSEQUENCES OF COMPATIBILITY
We now derive some consequences of conditions (8) and (9). In the remainder of the paper, we shall regard
Lemma 1 Assume that condition (9) holds. Then the vector J 1 n i F i α is continuous across the surface of discontinuity. Let N α denote the common value of this vector:
Then N α is a normal for the Lagrangian surface of discontinuity.
Proof. Recall that, by Cramer's rule,
By condition (9), both terms on the right-hand side vanish. Therefore the vector J 1 n i F i α does not suffer a jump across the surface of discontinuity. A vector δ X α tangent to the Lagrangian surface of discontinuity is an image 
Since N α is nonzero by Eq. (11), it is a normal for the Lagrangian surface of discontinuity.
Lemma 2 If conditions
is continuous across the surface of discontinuity. Let S N denote the common value of this quantity:
Then if N α is defined as in Lemma 1, the Lagrangian surface of discontinuity moves at speed S N in the normal direction N α . Remark. Equation (14) implies the jump condition corresponding to conservation of mass: 
Equation (19) follows because J)
H G ¢ 0 and g) and g are invertible. Similarly, condition (9) is equivalent to
This result implies that
which yields Eq. (20).
Remark. Equations (19) and (20) are the jump conditions corresponding to the compatibility conditions in the Lagrangian description, which are obtained by equating mixed partial derivatives ofx i .
SIMPLIFIED JUMP CONDITIONS
In the context of a jump discontinuity satisfying conditions (8) and (9), it proves useful [1] to introduce an auxiliary vector in terms of which Eq. (19) can be rewritten: we define the vector volume ratio to be
Alternatively, J i can be expressed in terms of the left Cauchy-Green tensor b i j :¢ F i α F jα by using Eq. (11) in Eq. (25):
In particular, the normal component n i J i of the vector volume ratio is simply the volume ratio J.
Having made this definition, Eq. (19) is equivalently written as a pair of conditions: (27) and (28), whereas if S N ¢ 0, it follows directly from condition (27). Conditions (27) and (28) are useful because they determine the jumps in the three components of v i and the nine components of F i α from the three components of ∆J i , and they facilitate a close analogy between the jump conditions for elasticity and the familiar ones for fluid dynamics.
Assume that the jump conditions (6)- (10) hold. By virtue of definition (14), Eqs. (6), (7), and (10) are equivalent to
As a result of Eq. (29), Eq. (30) is equivalent to
which, combined with Eq. (27), reduces to the Hugoniot condition:
By the foregoing considerations, the jump conditions that hold at a discontinuity are as follows. 
(36)
(B) At a contact discontinuity (m ¢ 0): 
